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“Meme  - an element of culture, which transmitted not genetically, in particular, through imitation” 

(Oxford English Dictionary1998) → language=set of memes 

 

 

 

 

 
“Genetic changes in the brain that would have gone unnoticed without memes have been disclosed(…)In the world 

before the musical memes entered the human brain, genetic differences in musical abilities would still be, but would 

not have manifested themselves, at least not in the same way. They would be available gender or natural selection.” 

(Dawkins 2004)  

 We can assume the same about the linguistic abilities.  Once the linguistic memes entered the human brain,  

ability to accurate articulation or consistent deployment of utterances (provided by somatosensory or  kinetic cortex 

departments as a general biological capacity of recognition or purposeful activity) became available for natural 

selection. Before the emergence of the language these abilities were not critical for adaptation. Since then, as the 

assimilation of language memes has become a prerequisite for adaptation, organisms with certain cortical 

configuration became approve memes relevant to its cortical configuration. If the PSD-memes were dominated in 

language, organisms with PKD have been less adapted to memosphere. But if organisms with PKD (by genetic 

reasons) begin to prevail, sequential distribution of PKD-memes, which produced, copied and distributed by the PKD 

organisms, changes memosphere, for example, in the direction of the predominance of analytical memes in the  

language. 

 Thus, the environment for meme - it is not the nature, but it is an organism–environment. Configuration more 

or less intact functioning of the cortical zones determines the path of development of language, behavior, and cognitive 

strategies of individual. Almost all the cultural dichotomy can be represented as two memes, one of which is more 

acceptable for PKD, the other - for the PSD.  

 The gene is produced by the environment and  is destroyed by the environment , if the organism is the carrier 

of the gene and not adapted to the environment. Meme is generated by the organism and eliminated by the organism, 

if for no one / for the minority is convenient set of articulations, or mode of action, or the idea is clear, they will 

disappear from memosphere. Of course, the probability of fixing a meme in the memosphere is the higher, the more of 

organisms have functional asymmetry of the cortex "approving" meme.  

 

 

 

“Memogenic Matryoshka” Genetic changes in the population leads 

to the predominance of the carriers of certain functional cortex 

asymmetry. In its turn the prevailing majority approves of a certain 

kind of memes that are compatible with their language, cognitive, 

and behavioral settings - existing "memeplexes". Environment 

approves certain genes through their projected organisms, 

organisms approve  certain memes, memes form memosphere. 

Memosphere, the area of human culture, separated from 

environment by ring of organisms, because the objective knowledge, 

as Lakoff (1987) pointed out, is only available within the framework of  

human understanding mediated by metaphorical transfer of 

structures of body experience. Then the 2 “alleles” of meme must 

produce two competing "phenotypic effect”= two implementation of 

one aspect of human culture, one of which is more acceptable for 

PKD, the other - for the PSD. 

 

PRE-SPEECH STAGE 
Participants 

2 Russian male preschoolers with SLI from age 30-36 month in continuation 1 year 

Misha (PKD) 

means of communication  

3.5: vocalizations only 

3.6-3.8: meaningful  pronunciation of vowels  & pointing & consent gesture (one nod); disagreement 

gesture (repeatedly shakes his head) 

modus of communication  

Misha: vocalization for direct attention onto himselves →pointing to the object →expectation of  

comments from adult→ (comment from adult*)→ consent/ disagreement gesture 

*Adult: “The  car accident”/ “ The garbage truck arrived”/… 

pointing = reference; lack of own means of expression → referential (not expressive) child 

topic-comment structure: topic= vocalization (attention for me/ for  situation); comment= pointing 

(what's new?) 

conventional gestures only, no pantomime 

social function of informing, serious syntax! (Tomasello 2008) 

Vasya (PSD) 

means of communication  

3.0: vocalizations+pantomime 

3.2: onomatopoeia+ pantomime 

3.6: word / onomatopoeia+pantomime 

modus of communication 

conventional pantomime:  Vasya:*иди (=go)+ invitation gesture = “come here” 

self made pantomime: Vasya :*sh-sh-sh + pantomime of saw =”a saw, to saw, want to saw” 

Vasya: *t-t-t + imitation of beats = “a hammer , want to knock, want to work with a hammer” 

a variety of own means of expression, wide and imprecise reference area→ expressive (not 

referential) child 

self made pantomime=intentional gesture  

social function of requesting (+imperative), simple syntax (Tomasello 2008) 
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LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, THINKING & BEHAVIOR 
 

Participants 

21 Russian preschoolers with SLI from age 24-48 months in continuation 2-3 years (diaries and 

audio records; results of annual testing) 
 

Organism-mediated memes: Direct influence of gnosis/ praxis dysfunction to language 

impairment 

PSD                                                           PKD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But what about… 

 

 

 

 

G. Lakoff 1980, 1987: Characteristics of body experience (source domain) are metaphorically projected into 

abstract target domain while maintaining structure in the form of image schema (!meme!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meme-mediated memes: language, thinking and behavior through image schemes 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
I. A comparison of the classifications, describing 2 variants of  LI (the addition of each author is allocated by 

appropriate font)  

Р.А. Белова-Давид (Belova-David)1969/ 

Е.Ф. Соботович (Sobotovich) 1994/ А.Н. Корнев (Kornev) 2006 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Certain articulation dysfunction accompanied by a certain structure of underdevelopment of lexical 

and grammatical level of language system 

• Disorders are complementary within oppositional variants of LI 
 

II. A comparison of two variants of LI and two learning styles  (Bates 1995) in TD. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. Mechanisms of disfunctions 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

The test results for repetition the sequence of movements show, 

that omissions movements significantly more common in children with 

PSD (t-test,p<0,1). Furthermore, none of the studied children with PSD 

was able to accurately reproduce the entire sequence. This data show a 

lack of precision and a limited number of memorized movements. It 

conforms to the characteristics of primary dysfunction in PSD. 

Children with PKD admit the irrelevant repetitions of movements 

more frequently. This indicates the motor perseveration. They also 

change the order of movements. This confirms the difficulty of 

deployment the sequences of movements. Identified difficulties reflect 

the characteristics of the primary motor dysfunction in children with 

PKD. 

The findings of hand praxis is higher in PKD group (p<0,1). Only in 

the PKD group found a small amount of exact reproduction of a series of 

movements. These data suggest, that somatosensory functions 

providing praxis more intact in children with PKD. Their ability to 

remember even in movements higher, than the such ability in children 

with PSD. 

Afferent motor alalia /paradigmatic form of alalia/paraalalic form 

of primary underdevelopment of speech 

Efferent motor alalia / syntagmatic form of alalia/ motor alalia 

Articulatory apraxia →irregular phonetic substitutions  Difficulties of switching articulation movements; precision in 
pronunciation of single syllable or iterative structures 
Distant assimilation, replication, omissions and permutation of sounds 
and syllables 

Intactness of intonation and rhythmic aspects of speech Disorder of intonation and rhythmic aspects of speech 

Disorder of comprehension and differentiation of language units Intactness of speech comprehension 

Intactness of simple syntax 

Underdevelopment of morphological system 

Underdevelopment of syntax and morphological system 

Deficit of nominal > verbal lexicon Relatively high level of lexicon 

Deficit of verbal lexicon 

Activity, desire for contact Difficulties of contact, of switching to a new activity, tendency to form 

stereotypes 

The immaturity of the visual-figurative and categorical thinking, of 

metalinguistic abilities 

Nonverbal intellect corresponds to the norm 

Afferent motor alalia /paradigmatic 

form of alalia/paraalalic form of 

primary underdevelopment of speech 

 

“expressive” style=holistic 

strategy  

Articulatory apraxia →irregular phonetic 

substitutions  

Disorder of comprehension and 

differentiation of language units  

Deficit of nominal > verbal lexicon 

  

Intactness of simple syntax 

Underdevelopment of morphological 

system 

The immaturity of the categorical 

thinking 

“bad articulation” 

  

Production of "meaningless" 

words and "frozen" phrases  

Low share of nouns in the initial 

lexicon  

Use of deployed utterances  

Inconsistency using the 

grammatical rules  

Difficulties to move from 

denotative to significative  

meaning of the word  

Efferent motor alalia / 

syntagmatic form of alalia/ 

motor alalia 

 

“referential” style=analytic 

strategy  

Precision in pronunciation of 

single syllable or iterative 

structures 

Deficit of verbal lexicon 

  

Relatively high level of lexicon 

  

Underdevelopment of 

morphological system 

Underdevelopment of syntax  

“good articulation” 

  

 

High share of nouns in the initial 

lexicon  

Rapid increase in lexicon 

  

Long use of unchangeable words 

  

The duration of  holophrase 

stage  

А.Р. Лурия (Luria) 2000; 

Т.В.Ахутина  (Akhutina) 1994 
E. Bates 1995 

Processes of programming and 

combination on all levels of utterances 

generation (frontal cortex)  

  

Processes of  the choice of language 

elements on all levels of utterances 

generation (rear cortex) 

Holistic strategy: selecting a 

larger unit for processing 

  

 

Analytic strategy: precision 

processing of a smaller unit 

seq:omission
of movements

seq:repetition/
disorder

seq+ praxis

PSD 0,75 0,25 0 0,44

PKD 0,25 0,583333 0,166667 0,77667
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Sequence of movements/praxis 

Primary somatosensory dysfunction = 

PSD (Afferent motor alalia 

/paradigmatic form of alalia/paraalalic 

form of primary underdevelopment of 

speech) 

Primary kinetic dysfunction = PKD 

(Efferent motor alalia / syntagmatic 

form of alalia/ motor alalia) 

• difficulties of praxis of pose (in 

articulation and hand motor 

skills)→ 

• dysfunction of rear, parietal cortex 

(somatosensory/ gnosis 

departments) 

• Н. Бернштейн  (Bernstein) 1966: 

“sensory syntheses” ensure the 

success of purposeful actions by the 

sensor correction. 

• intactness of rear cortex → no 

difficulties in praxis of pose (in 

articulation and hand motor skills); 

• difficulties in implementing 

successive movements (in 

articulation and hand motor skills), 

permutations, perseverations → 

• dysfunction of front cortex: 

A. Лурия (Luria) 2000: “kinetic melody 

of speech”  

replicator gene meme 
Phenotypic effects organism, it’s behavior and impact on the 

environment 
“…the words, music, visual images, styles of clothing, 
gestures, facial expressions, skills” (Dawkins 1982) 

Environment, realizing selection  Natural environment, nature ? 

Alleles 2 (or more) different forms of the gene ? 

Gnosis dysfunction Language impairment 

irregular phonetic substitutions  

  

  

  

  

  

  

no basis for 

a reliable system of phonemic 

oppositions 

the uniform implementation of 

the words, grammatical markers 

and their reliable opposition 

pathology  of rear gnostic 

systems of the brain 

  

difficulties in speech 

comprehension 

the difficulties of linguistic 

expression  of color 

Praxis kinetic dysfunction Language impairment 

difficulties in implementing 

successive articulation 

movements  

a significant delay in the appearance 

 

first polysyllabic words with 

non-iterative structure 

first two-words utterance 

  

monosyllabic fragments of target 

tokens (root morphemes) → no 

inflections in speech 

the lag in the formation of 

grammatical oppositions 

PSD PKD  
difficulties of lexical categorization 

difficulties of systematization of 

grammatical marking methods 

features of thinking 

tendency to grammatical overgeneralization 

and over-imitation in actions 

difficulties  of text deployment 

features of behavior 

Image schema ”container” Image schema “source-way-goal” 

• arises on the basis of the experience 

of the perception of own body and its 

boundaries 

somatosensory sensations  

• provide this experience,  

•  also provide a choice of articulation 

positions on step of motor 

implementation of utterances  

• arises on the basis of the experience 

of the sequencing of movements to 

achieve the goal 

• goals are understood in terms of 

place of destination and achieving 

the goal is understood as a 

movement on the way from the 

starting point to the destination 

point 

PSD PKD 

Image schema ”container” Image schema “source-way-goal” 

category=”container”→ 

Difficulties to move from denotative to 

significative  meaning of the word 

Difficulties systematizing grammatical 

characteristics of input (paradigm=”container”) 

The immaturity of the visual-figurative and 

categorical thinking  

difficulty purposeful sequence of movements*→ 

difficulty forming  of purposeful behavior 

difficulties deployment of utterance 

difficulty understanding  and evaluating  the 

elements in sequence of movements  “in terms 

of purpose” " (Rizzolatti  2008) → 

 

over-imitation in action 

grammatical overgeneralization 


